
Overview of 26 Prompt Principles (Source: Github) 

As summarized by ChatGPT:  

1. Directness: Avoid polite phrases and get straight to the point. 
2. Audience Integration: Tailor the prompt considering the audience's background. 
3. Sequential Simplicity: Break down complex tasks into simpler, interactive steps. 
4. Affirmative Directives: Use positive directives like "do" rather than negative language. 
5. Clarity Seeking: Use prompts that seek simple explanations or tailor them to the 

understanding level of specific audiences. 
6. Incentive Mentioning: Include potential incentives for better solutions. 
7. Example-Driven Prompting: Use examples to guide the LLM's responses. 
8. Structured Formatting: Start prompts with "###Instruction###", followed by relevant 

examples or questions. 
9. Directive Phrasing: Use phrases like “Your task is” and “You MUST” for clarity. 
10. Penalty Indication: Mention potential penalties for non-compliance. 
11. Natural Response Request: Ask for responses in a natural, human-like manner. 
12. Step-by-Step Guidance: Use leading words to guide thought processes. 
13. Unbiased Answer Requirement: Prompt for unbiased responses. 
14. Interactive Detailing: Allow the model to ask questions for clarity. 
15. Learning with Testing: Request teaching on a topic with a subsequent test. 
16. Role Assignment: Assign a specific role to the LLM. 
17. Use of Delimiters: Use specific formatting for clarity. 
18. Repetition: Repeat specific words or phrases for emphasis. 
19. Chain-of-Thought Combination: Combine direct instructions with examples. 
20. Output Priming: Conclude prompts with the start of the desired response. 
21. Detailed Writing Request: Ask for detailed texts on specific topics. 
22. Style Preservation in Corrections: Improve grammar and vocabulary without changing the 

writing style. 
23. Complex Coding Structure: Request scripts for complex coding tasks involving multiple 

files. 
24. Continuation Prompts: Provide a starting point and request the LLM to continue the text. 
25. Clear Requirement Stating: Clearly state essential elements or keywords to be included. 
26. Sample-Based Writing: Request content similar to a provided sample. 

https://github.com/VILA-Lab/ATLAS/tree/main/data

